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Risks Posed by Orbital Debris
Collisions in orbit pose direct risks to active 
spacecraft:
• Catastrophic collisions, destroying the 
spacecraft
• Smaller collisions, degrading/disabling 
components of the spacecraft
Combined scenario of increasing satellite launch 
rates – 10 fold in the last decade – and an existing 
debris population present clear risks to both 
















ELSA-d is aimed at proving end-to-end debris removal technologies:
• A ferromagnetic Docking Plate allows prepared servicing of client using the 
proprietary capture system.
• Explores the full phases of operations necessary for a EOL service, including 
client search, inspection, capture, re-orbit, and de-orbit.
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End-to-end rendezvous including far and short-range approaches
Fly-around inspections of client with operator assessment
Docking plate to future proof satellites, enabling removal
At-night magnetic capture of non-tumbling and tumbling clients
Client search & approach from far-range with relative navigation sensors
Re-orbit, de-orbit, and passivation capabilities
Safety evacuations and passive safe trajectories in mission design
Full ground segment custom-designed for on-orbit servicing
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Demo-1: Capture with Stable Client
Basic measure of success: the ability to safely approach and capture a stable, prepared
client.
1. Client is released from the servicer
2. Servicer positions itself at a set distance behind the client (holding point one) and
performs a navigation check-out and calibration using its rendezvous sensors
3. Client is commanded to hold a set orientation and servicer gradually approaches the
client by progressing through a series of holding points
4. Using the fiducial pattern on the client docking plate for guidance, the servicer makes












TMA maneuver & 
dance rehearsal
Represents a more realistic scenario for future defunct satellite or debris removal
missions; demonstrates that the servicer can track the fiducial pattern on the client and
match the client’s tumbling rate.
1. Client is commanded to follow a natural tumbling motion, typical of uncontrolled
objects in space
2. Servicer records images of the tumbling client, which are processed on the ground to
enable the operations team to uplink maneuver commands to the servicer
3. Flight Dynamics System (FDS) guides servicer in final approach, aligns the servicer
and client; and capture achieved using the ferromagnetic capture mechanism
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Further increases the complexity of capture and realism of the scenario, testing different
sensors to demonstrate the ability to track and approach the client from a far range.
Phase starts with client diagnosis.
1. Client separates from the servicer and the servicer performs a fly-around in daylight
to inspect the client
A client search demonstration follows the client diagnosis.
1. Servicer separates and thrusts away from the client back to a recovery point
2. Servicer moves into a safety ellipse, simulating first approach to an unprepared client
3. “Client lost scenario” is demonstrated by making the sensors lose the client at long
range
4. Servicer uses its sensors to re-acquire the client and make the final approach to




Docking Plate & Capture Mechanism
• Prepared capture requires a specific interface
• ELSA-d tested Astroscale’s unique ferromagnetic 
capture method: flat disc-shaped docking plate 
made of ferromagnetic material mounted on top 
of a supporting stand-off structure
• Designed to minimize size, weight, and power 
while ensuring a secure connection between client 
and servicer for mated maneuvers
Fiducial Pattern
• Fiducial pattern mounted on the client docking 
plate provides an optically controlled surface for 
the servicer’s sensors to track
• Provides distinctive features that make a defunct 
satellite easier to identify, assess, approach, 
capture, and de-orbit, thus minimizing future costs 
of removal
• Uniquely designed and optimized to maximize the 
ability of the servicer’s sensors to detect the client 




Low Cost & Light Weight RPO Sensors
• Primary sensors: two types of visible image 
cameras, blue light device, laser range finders, and 
low power radio
• Constrained mass and volume envelope drove 
trade studies to balance desired capabilities for all 
demonstration phases with available SWaP
• Far field: One visible camera for relative navigation 
alongside the low power radio for long distance 
ranging
• Near field: Second visible camera (blue light) in 
conjunction with the blue light source to 
illuminate the client fiducial markers & multiple 
laser range finders to determine distance to client
Approach & Capture Algorithm
• Approach and capture algorithms depend on data 
collected by the servicer’s sensor suite
• Algorithms for ELSA-d assess the range and 
tumbling rate of the client
• Servicer then uses its reaction wheels and Reaction 
Control System (RCS) thrusters to correctly 
maneuver to match the client’s tumble rate & align 
the capture mechanism with the client docking 
plate
• Capture does not rely on any active 




Trade-off between what could be completed on-board the servicer and what demanded ground 
intervention – constrained by contact times, servicer compute power, mission safety, availability, cost… 
→ Semi-autonomous mission operations approach
16 sites across the globe, designed to 
optimize contact durations, seaming 
passes between multiple ground stations 
to achieve 20 to 30 minutes of near-
continuous contact time 
Direct-to-groundOn-orbit relay Full autonomy
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Directions for Future Missions
 Improved docking plate → reduce cost and mass while increasing the fiduciary design for improved
near- and far-range RPO
 Reusable servicer → develop and demonstrate a multi-use servicer to reduce per-satellite removal
cost and provide a more sustainable architecture (fewer launches and fewer satellites placed on-orbit)








 Merge the technical with industry dialogues and
mindset evolution → facilitate & value space
sustainability activities; wider acceptance to
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